
Troubleshooting Chart

Problem Cause Solution

Fuse blows when Load exceeds fuse rating. Reduce load to within fuse rating.
power is connected. Photo control is incorrectly wired. Check wiring.

Short in wiring.

Load lamp blinks Photo control is incorrectly wired. Rewire as shown in wiring diagram.
during the day, but is
on at night.

Load lamp blinks at Too much light is striking photo eye. Reorient or relocate photo control.
night, but is off during Light from load is shining or being reflected Relocate or reorient light source.
the day. on eye of photo control.

High pressure sodium lamp is at end of life. See high pressure sodium note below.

Load stays on. Line voltage is exceptionally low. Have power company check voltage at control.
Photo control is not rated at voltage being used. Replace control with unit of correct voltage
Contacts are welded due to excessive load. Replace control and connect only rated load.
Not enough light strikes photo control eye. Reorient or relocate photo control.

Load stays off. Lamp and/or ballast is burned out. Replace lamp and/or ballast
Line voltage is exceptionally high. Have power company check voltage at control.
Photo control is not rated at voltage being used. Replace control with unit of correct voltage.
Too much light strikes eye of photo control at night. Reorient or relocate photo control.

Photo control operates Contacts are welded due to excessive load. Replace photo control and connect only rated
normally for a short load or smaller.
time, then remains on.

Photo control fails to Photo control damaged by lightning or other high- Replace photo control. Consider installing “LA”
switch off and photo- energy transient. Model Control, lightning arrestor or surge
cell shows evidence of protection device in circuit.
burning or arcing
across serpentine
pattern.

High pressure sodium With these lamps the end-of-life failure mode is one Replace lamp and/or ballast.
or mercury vapor end- of cycling (the initial cycling period may be as
of-life failure. long as one-hour but will shorten to as little as one

minute).

IMPORTANT NOTE:
The load being controlled by your photo 
control will be on even if installation is done 
during daylight hours.Allow a few minutes for
the photo control to operate and turn the
load off.To test the control in daylight, cover
the photo eye completely and wait for the
load to switch on (up to five minutes may be
needed). If this does not work, switch breaker
off and wait ten minutes. Switch breaker on.
The load should be on.

http://waterheatertimer.org/How-to-install-and-troubleshoot-photo-eye.html


